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T206 Honus Wagner Trading Card
Lead: Emerging from the heady
days of the alliance between tobacco
and baseball, the Honus Wagner
Trading Card is an extremely rare
piece of memorabilia, fetching in 2007
an anonymous Ebay purchase for a
whopping $2.35 million.
Intro.: A Moment in Time with Dan
Roberts.
Content: Almost from inception the
American tobacco industry understood
the value of advertising in the rising
popularity of the national pastime,
baseball. Somehow it all fit together.
Tobacco use on and off the field was

almost
universal
with
players,
managers, and the fans all chewing
and puffing away at the pungent weed.
One of the earliest forms of baseball
advertising was the baseball card,
absent the modern statistical or
biographical information - just a
player’s picture and often in a
numbered series which encouraged
buyers to repeatedly purchase the
company’s products.
Enter Johannes Peter Wagner,
nicknamed Hans or Honus, The Flying
Dutchman, who played for 20 years,
mostly with the Pittsburgh Pirates
organization. He was a powerful hitter
and was considered the greatest
shortstop of his day. In 1910 the
American Tobacco Company created

the Honus Wagner Trading Card as a
part of its T206 series. Wagner
ordered the company to stop
production, allegedly because he was
totally opposed to the use of tobacco
products. Later evidence suggested
that Wagner was a user of chewing
tobacco and was probably attempting
to get a larger payment from
American in an era when even stars of
baseball were compensated at little
more than subsistence levels.
Because it was withdrawn, the card
is today extremely rare with only a
dozen or so originals known to exist.
The near-mint version of the card was
rediscovered in 1985 in a shoebox
filled with other cards in the T206
series and from that point its value and

the amounts paid for it have reached
into the stratosphere. Its rarity and
ever-increasing value are a quaint
reminder of the alliance between
baseball and tobacco, the arbitrary
nature of the marketplace and the
capricious taste of the investor and
customer.
From Richmond Virginia, this is
Dan Roberts.
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